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(SYNOPSIS)

 Modes of transport have changed with time.

 Walkingwas the only way to go from one place to another.

 Rafts were made and used to travel by water.

 Animals were used to carry goods and people.

 For travelling long distances people used to trains, aeroplanes or buses.

 Modes of transport can be divided into three types – land water and air.

 Means of transport that move on land are called land transport.

 Means of transport that fly in the air such as the aeroplane and the helicopter.

 Means of transport that sail on water are called water transport.

 Trains that run on special tracks is called Metro.

 Tramsare used in Kolkata.

 Bullock – carts and Tractorsare used in villages.

 Water transport is the cheapest and the oldest mode of transport.

 Passengerliner take people across Seas and oceans.

 Cargo ships carrying goods.

 A Port is a place where ships and anchors for passengers to get on and off, and goods to be
loaded and unloaded.

 Air transport is the fastestmeans of transport.

 Aeroplanes are used to go from one City or country to another.

 Aeroplanes are used to send letters and goods.

 Helicopters carry few people and often used to take food and medicines to people in time of
need.

 Use of petrol and diesel has made the air dirty.

1. Name Them:
a) Name two means of transport used in villages.
b) Name any three land transport.
c) Name the transport that runs on special tracks.
d) Name to transfer that ferry us across lakes and rivers.
e) Name two means of transport, for going to other countries.
f) Name two things which make the air dirty.

2. Unscramble the following:
a) RTNAI–
b) PHSI –
c) EALPNORAE –
d) RAGCO –
e) RCA –



3. Solve the puzzle:

CLUES

a) I run on road.
b) I sail on water.
c) I run on special tracks.
d) I can travel under water.
e) I am mostly found in villages.

4. Answer the following questions:

a) How did people travel before the wheel was invented?

b) What are the modes of transport? Name the three modes of transport.

c) Which transport is the cheapest and the oldest mode of transport.

d) How are cargo ships different from passenger liner?

e) What is a port?

5. Do ex. A & B of Pg. 21

5 a) Tick (✔) the correct answer.

5 b) Write the names of three fast-moving and three slow moving modes of transport.

6. Draw and Colour the three types of transports


